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·0' 
Background . ~· f(j 
I 

2 

3 

4 

5 

noted that Christchurch's Central Bu~~Js District (CBD) has suffered serious damage in 
the earthquakes of 2010 and 201 U\.,0 

0'~ 
noted the importance ofthe.~'trfor the recovery of greater Christchurch and for 
New Zealand's economic.fll'l~ocial prosperity; 

~ 
noted that it is impo~~for New Zealand's prosperity and resilience that economic growth 
and risk are spread~oss the country; 

noted that thx.~~e~ent recognised the importance of greater Christchurch and its 
recovery ~gh the creation of the Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority (CERA) 
and the -~~ing of the Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Act 2011 (the CER Act); 

01J(r 
,{)(~that New Zealand now has an unprecedented opportunity to create a highly 
pr~ductive and innovative CBD in Christchurch; 

6 noted that to date CERA, the Christchurch City Council (the CCC) and the Stronger 
Christchurch Infrastructure Rebuild Team have undertaken a range of activities in the CBD 
including demolition, permanent repair of infrastructure and assisting with restart projects; 

7 noted that the initiatives referred to in paragraph 6 above are not sufficient to achieve an 
optimal and timely recovery of the CBD; 

Draft Recovery Plan for the Central Business District 

8 noted that the CER Act required the CCC to develop a draft Recovery Plan for the Central 
Business District; 
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9 noted that the draft Recovery Plan for the Central Business District was prepared during 
2011 and provided to the Minister for Canterbury Earthquake Recovery for consideration in 
December 2011; 

10 noted that the statutory effect of a recovery plan is on other statutory instruments including 
RMA documents and strategies under the Local Government Act 2002, although a recovery 
plan will also have moral suasion and provide a vision for the recovery; 

11 noted that in reviewing the draft Recovery Plan for the CBD the Minister for Canterbury 
Earthquake Recovery considers that: 

11.1 the vision and values set out in Volume 1 provide a solid foundation that wi]l 
contribute to the recovery of the CBD; _:("\ 

- -~0 
11.2 Volume 1 does not contain sufficient detail on how implementationdJll be 

undertaken; <?~~ 

11.3 Volume 2 proposes changes to the operative District Plan i~am1er that makes 
these provisions more complex and onerous; {:IY. 

\"');; 
11.4 Volume 2 be withdrawn; {~ 

/.,f(j 
noted that the Minister for Canterbury Earthquake Rt<_ciS.Very has directed CERA to report 
by 30 April2012 on any amendments aud withdr~~ required to the draft CBD Recovery 

12 

Plan; ?-.0 
\•0 

Effective implementation of the CBD Rec~ Plan 

13 noted that international experience o~ ~~evelopment and recovery of cites following a 

14 

disaster is that there is a three yeatl~dow of opportunity to get the framework in place and 
establish momentum and con~~e for recovery; 

noted that international i~~ce indicates that the following recovery functions are 
needed to be carried o~-aha facilitated in Christchurch in a coordinated and concerted 
manner: £! 

'\:.· 
14.1 colla:i~ key information; 

14.2 d~:.'.@M'pment of blueprints; 
(,¢> 

((;:"' 
14.3;:...0ltreamlining of consent processes; 
()(() 
1$:4 land amalgamation; 

14.5 development promotion; 

14.6 investment promotion and attraction; 

14.7 
Witnheld under section 9(2)(1) Withheld under sectio11 9(2)(j) 

14. 8 scheduling for construction coordination/management; 

15 noted that four options for the delivery of the functions outlined in paragraph 14 above 
include either: 
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15.1 mandating CERA as the delivery entity to lead and facilitate the redevelopment of 
Christchurch's central city; 

15.2 setting up a Crown owned company; 

15.3 allowing a responsible entity as defined under the CER Act; 

15.4 allowing a private company; 

16 agreed to mandate CERA as the delivery entity to lead and facilitate the recovery of 
Christchurch's CBD as defined in the CER Act; 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

noted that the Minister for Canterbury Earthquake Recovery has directed the Chi~ 
Executive of CERA to provide him with advice on setting up an Advisory P an,~'4.b provide 
advice to CERA on the redevelopment of the CBD, its makeup and terms o£€i!ference; 

e}J 
noted that the Minister for Canterbury Earthquake Recovery intends toqrrect the Chief 
Executive of CERA to exercise powers under the CER Act to pro~~ecovery in the CBD 
consistent with the functions described above; .[{)· 

. (~/' 
noted that a key priority is to prepare a blueprint for the re~~lopment of the CBD, which 
will identify anchor projects within the CBD; .1./ff 

. 'v 
noted that anchor projects will be publically an~ p~ely funded but those that are seeking 
public funding will require an appropriation, an~! depend on the strength of the business 
case; ,.0 

. ~"" 
directed CERA to inform investors an(,~icants that the CD B Recovery Plan will include 
a redevelopment blueprint and dev~\QRment rules that once in place will expedite and 
prioritise resource consenting proc~s for the CBD; 

;\, 
directed CERA to inform th~~C that CERA must be notified of all resource consent 
applications relating to t~e._~D until the CBD Recovery Plan is authorised by the Minister 
for Canterbury Earthq. Recovery; 

e~ 
Financial implicationS'~ 

'\ 
23 noted that t~'Pwill be a need for additional resources and capability for CERA, requiring 

an increa~ CERA's current appropriation; • 

'lf"' 
agr~o the following increase in appropriations to cover shortfalls in CERA's funding, 
vq_df:f corresponding impact on the operating balance: 

24 

$m - :int::re3re/(dA oms=) 

2011/L2 2012/L3 2013/L4 2014/LS 2015/L6 

Vote Canterbury Earthquake Recovery 
M :in:iS:er:lbrCantEJburyEaiihquake 
Rer:ovay 

D epaiim mtalO utputexpert_re: 4240 7.028 7366 7.626 7B94 
M anag:ing the recovery 

Total 4.240 7.028 7.366 7.626 7.894 
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25 agreed that the changes to appropriations for 2011/12 above be included in the 
Supplementary Estimates, and that, in the interim, the increase be met from Imprest Supply; 

26 agreed that the changes in appropriations be met from the Canterbury Earthquake Recovery 
Fund established as part of Budget 2011; 

27 authorised the Minister for Canterbury Earthquake Recovery and the Minister of Finance 
jointly to transfer any underspend in the Departmental appropriations referred to above fi·om 
2011/12 to 2012/13, with the final amount to be transferred being confirmed as part of the 
October Baseline Update following the presentation of CERA's 2011/12 audited financial 
statements; 

28 directed CERA to report to the Cabinet Committee on Canterbury Earthquake R~very 
with further advice to support anchor projects, including financial implication~~~ required. 

o"" 
e? ().~ 

0"" "\!; .. 
Secretary of the Cabinet ,tO· Reference: CAB (12) 128 

&)' 
Secretary's Note: An amended minute has been issued to include the year of tl{~ropriation change in 
paragraph 2 5. <{ f{;-
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Office of the Minister for Canterbury Earthquake Recovery 

Cabinet Committee for Canterbury Earthquake Recovery 

CHRISTCHURCH CBD RECOVERY 

Proposal 

1. This paper proposes mandating CERA to lead and promote the recovery of the 
Christchurch Central Business District (CBD), and outlines the approach I inlpnd to 
take to the amendment and approval of the draft Recovery Plan for the CBD. ~'\ 

. -lb 
Executive Summary 

0
cl) 

Q~, 
2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Following the. devastation of the 2010 and 2011 earthquak~~)J.t 'Canterbury, New 
Zealand has an unprecedented opportunity to create a ~IY productive and 
innovative CBD that attracts new capital to position Chri~~rch as a much more 
competitive ci.ty for the 21st century. ~), 

.~ 
International experience suggests there are commp~tages in the recovery of cities 
following a disaster, from initial emergency resion~to reconstruction. Full recovery 
takes decades, but it is generally agreed t there is a three-year window of 
opportunity to get the framework in place, a~ tablish momentum and confidence. 

Under existing arrangements, the phys.i@~ economic, social and cultural recovery of 
the CBD is unlikely to occur in a til1j€lll{~ffective and efficient manner. This is due to 
significant levels of uncerta~·nt ',\,.ftf:tgmented land ownership, excessive land 
availablility , and investors, te and retailers unwilling to lead re-establishment of 
the CBD. In addition, the e~is ing district plan is weak with regard to cohesive, 
comprehensive redevelo~~~l and built form having been developed in a pre-quake 
context. • ,;,.,;p 

~· 
The Canterbury Ea~uake Recovery Act 2011 (CER Act) required the Christchurch 
City Council (~~~ to develop a draft Recovery Plan for the CBD (draft Recovery 
Plan). Th~ ~~~Recovery Plan is in two volumes. Volume 1 sets out the proposed 
vision an~tains 71 projects prioritised over a number of years, up until 2032. 
Volume ~utlines proposed changes to the operative Christchurch City District Plan 
(mad~(if'flaer the Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA)). 

(():" 
~vision and the five key changes identified in the draft CBD Recovery Plan have 

<(~Widespread community support and should form the basis for the redevelopment of 
the CBD. It is my intention, therefore, to approve an amended Recovery Plan for the 
CBD which retains the community v1s1on articulated in Volume 1. In addition 
Volume 1 would signal the development of a redevelopment blueprint for the CBD. 

1 The Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Act refers to the CBD rather than the "central city". The CBD 
is defined as "the area bounded by the 4 avenues that are Bealey Avenue, Fitzgerald Avenue, 
Moorhouse Avenue, and Deans Avenue; and Harper Avenue". This means that the CBD includes 
Hagley Park as well as inner-city residential areas. In this memorandum, "CBD" refers to the whole 
area, while the "core CBD" refers to the main commercial district. 
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7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

IN CONFIDENCE 

Volume 2 of the draft Recovery Plan will be withdrawn as I consider it premature to 
approve it prior to the development of the blueprint. Should the operative District Plan 
require change, I have powers under the CER Act which enable this. 

It is my intention to impose a short-term 90 day 'moratorium' on resource consents 
within the CBD while a blueprint is developed. 

International evidence suggests that, where redevelopment and reinvestment of the 
scale faced in Christchurch are required, specific recovery functions need to be 
carried out and/or facilitated in a coordinated and concerted manner. 

9.1. Preparation of a redevelopment blueprint (a layout for the whole CEl.~ that 
identifies the location of anchor projects such as public facilities and ~Clings, 
activity areas, and strategic city blocks) d!i, 

riY 9.2. Streamlining of consent processes <(:"'!-' 
9.3. Land amalgamation ...._~0 .1;::· 
9.4. Development promotion c'J::.';' 

9.5. Investment promotion and attraction r{;-.::s' 
9.6. Withheld under section 9(2)(i) Wl~itunder section 9(2)(j) 

9.7. Scheduling and coordination of cons~on 
All these functions need to be sup~ by the ability to obtain the relevant 
information from the many stakehoi~JSl'involved in recovery. 

In almost all the international ~~pies, an agency was charged with responsibility 
for promoting redevelopm_e~~ "1 consider that an entity needs to be mandated to 
undertake this role in gre~hristchurch, focusing on the CBD in the first instance, 
because existing rolep~ activities will not be sufficient to facilitate an optimal and 
timely recovery. T.ll~ is a need for more coordination, and other interventions to 
build market cert~W'and confidence. The extent to which the functions listed above 
will need to b~~fied out by the entity will vary depending on the area, the type of 
project, and 1!\e"outcomes sought. 

Having .~~dered other options for an entity to deliver recovery of the CBD (a 
Crowo$wned company, a private company, or existing responsible entities (local 

»'liies and council-controlled organisations)) it is my intention to direct the Chief 
live of CERA to exercise powers provided under the CER Act to ensure 

<{= ed, timely and expedited recovery. The first task will be to produce the CBD 
blueprint. 

The preparation of the blueprint and assessment of anchor projects will be done in 
consultation with the strategic partners, with a high expectation that due to the skills 
and experience of CCC in developing the CBD Recovery Plan and subsequent effort, 
CCC staff will form part of the core project team within CERA. Working 
collaboratively with strategic partners (Christchurch City Council, Selwyn and 
Waimakariri District Councils, Environment Canterbury and Te ROnanga 6 Ngai 
Tahu) and with government departments will be a key component of this initiative. 
Consideration will need to be given as to how the community will be involved in the 
preparation of the blueprint and the ongoing work of CERA in this new area of focus 
for the organisation. 
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14. Preliminary estimates of one-off set-up cost are in the range of $0.7m, initial 
operating expenses of $3.54m and annual departmental costs of approximately $7m. 
Further work is required to validate these numbers. As work is progressing now on 
the amendment to the CBD plan and needs to commence on the blueprint, additional 
appropriation is required. 

Background 

15. 

16. 

Under the CER Act, the overall v1sron and goals for the recovery of greater 
Christchurch are established through the Recovery Strategy. The Strategy identifies 
a number of recovery programmes, which will coordinate activities relating to social, 
cultural and economic recovery, and the built and natural environment. TM. CER 
Act also provides for Recovery Plans to be developed as one method of p!~"'t<tfng for 
the more detailed recovery work relating to any social, economic .. :;;rultural or 
environmental matter, or any particular infrastructure, work or act~"vit (!~hese Plans 
cannot be inconsistent with the Recovery Strategy. The draft CB avery Plan is 
the only such Plan that the CER Act specifically requires to be d~ ped. 

'~· Both the Recovery Strategy and Recovery Plans are statu~·documents that must 
be read together with, and form part of, a range of~· . ~ents relating to greater 
Christchurch2 under the Local Government Act 2002 ), Resource Management 
Act 1991 (RMA), Land Transport Management ~t 03 (L TMA), Public Transport 
Management Act 2008 (PTMA), Conservation ~(lt/1987, Reserves Act 1977 and 
Wrldlife Act 1953: see Table 1. ~~ 

~/"\-

Resource 
Management Act 
1991 . 

Local Government l b'jln'B Transport 
Act 2002 .,.,:~~a.n.agement Act fli:' 2003 

(J Public Transport 
. ~ Q-\. Management Act 
,( '\ 2008 

Conservation Act 
1987 

Reserves Act 1977 

Wildlife Act 1953 

Regional Policy Annu!(~ns Regional Land General policies 
Statement .L;t~~~rm Plans Transport Strategies 

Regional Plans .,_ ~fennial Agreements Regional land 
"J,l>rie transport 

District Plans (!; programmes 
-(0-

- \ .,. Regional public 
\~ transport plans 

'A'() 

Conservation 
management 
strategies 

Conservation 
management plans 

Management plans 

eY . 
Tabl.,f.;;;planning documents and instruments that the Recovery Strategy and Recovery 
Pl~"ill be read together with and form part of (sections 15, 23 and 26 of CER Act). 

~0 
17. <{"l·urther, in relation to Recovery Plans, the CER Act provides that a person exercising 

functions under the RMA must not make a decision or recommendation under the 
RMA that is inconsistent with a Recovery Plan. This applies to resource consent 
applications, notices of requirement for designations, and changes to RMA 
documents. A Recovery Plan can also require that specific objectives, policies, and 
methods (including rules) are included or removed from RMA documents, or that 
provisions are added or deleted from other documents identified in the above table. 

2 Under the CERAct, the application of the Strategy is limited to the greater Christchurch area, comprising Christchurch City, Selwyn 
Dislrict and Waimakariri District and including the coastal marine areas adjacent to these areas. 
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18. The legal effect of a Recovery Plan is, therefore, on other statutory instruments 
although it can provide more general guidance and moral suasion. Recovery Plans 
should provide a strong basis for assuring coordination of all related and supporting 
Crown activities, especially in relation to education, health, environment, economic 
development and the justice sector. 

19. The CER Act also contains a number of other powers including compulsory 
acquisition of land, amalgamation of "titles", changes to RMA documents through 
public notice, the ability to request information, and powers of Ministerial direction. 
Through the use of the Order in Council power, changes can be made to most 
legislation. Some of these powers have not yet been used, but it was recognised 
when the Act was passed that they might be necessary to promote or ~~litate 
recovery. ..};,0 

c9 Why is government intervention needed in the CBD? Q_.f!l 

20. Christchurch's CBD has suffered serious damage: -..~;;<9 
. 0· 

20.1. of the 1936 commercial buildings within the CBD,~roximately 600 will be 
demolished; .;:s:' 

.l.r§ 
20.2. the remaining buildings will be scattered a~,9SS a large land area (excluding 

Hagley Park) with close to 3000 differen~nerships; 

20.3. much of the historic fabric has be~~t, as have key facilities such as the 
Convention Centre, a significan!II@Jportion of the hotel capacity, and sports 
and -recreation facilities; and tj;.t::' 

20.4. parts of the central city's J~.?~fontal infrastructure (roads, water, storm water, 
sewerage, telecommu~tions and electricity) appear to be more badly 
damaged than was ..&~t thought, although full assessments are still to be 

I t d ~t...fl>'~ 
compe e . . ~-

21. To date, CERA has.Jhi~ertaken demolition, maintained and reduced the cordon, and 
assisted with ~~~hel Mall restart and other potential projects. CCC has worked 
alongside CE.,i\::'<",n these matters, has commissioned geotechnical analysis of the 
CBD area, <~.&d is looking at ways to facilitate redevelopment, including a "one-stop 
shop'i:' fa ~b?\senting, and case management of development proposals. The 
Strong hristchurch Infrastructure Rebuild Team (SCIRT) is responsible for the 
p::~ ~nt repair and replacement of water 'and reading infrastructure within the 

s._ro: 
22. <(~hese initiatives by CERA, CCC and SCIRT are not sufficient to achieve an optimal 

and timely recovery of the CBD. 

Why will the market not deliver recovery of the CBD under current conditions? 

23. The central city area has been in slow decline for many years and this has resulted in 
the inefficient use of real estate and ad-hoc, poor quality development. There are a 
number of reasons for this, including: 

23.1. The extent of the central area that has been used for business activities has 
become too large for the city's population and the number of employees and 
businesses working in the central area, and in recent years there has been a 
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relatively low level of residential use in the centre. This has diluted the 
economic and social vibrancy of the city. 

23.2. In common with many cities around the world, as Christchurch's urban area 
has expanded and satellite centres including retail malls have grown, there 
has been a consequent reduced demand for inner-city business and retail 
space. 

23.3. The older office buildings within the CBD no longer met the needs of modern 
businesses, resulting in a degree of migration to newer developments in city
fringe locations. 

24. While there is clear demand for commercial space in the CBD, this is insuf~nt to 
develop all of the available bare land. "~0 

0 
24.1. CERA has conducted research to identify demand for a new ~· The results 

of this work demonstrate demand for a total of approxima~y- 266,000 m2 of 
offices (out of a pre-quake total of 446,000 m2

) in the q~tral city area. This 
demand reduces to about 105,000 m2 for new, high~.,-~mt office space. If 
built to the standards suggested in the draft CB9"\~covery Plan, this new 
space would occupy only a small part of the bar~ . . , 

24.2. Demand for retail space will follow the popl.fl'ji(f011: rnany retailers will wait until 
there is a clear market and customer..,_l(atChment in the CBD before re-
establishing or investing. ~"'l 

25. Low demand will make the remaining ~~'?,of bare land in the central city area 
unattractive to developers and invest~ and land values will fall. Under these 
circumstances there is a risk that(.tifB'eln decline will set in, resulting in long term 
economic and physical degenera~i't·~cross significant parts of the central city area. 

I,Q 
26. There are multiple land own ~hips and a wide range of lot sizes within the CBD, and 

many owners lack the re. ces, expertise, or appetite for risk to undertake land 
assembly and redev en!. This means that it is difficult to undertake 
development at a 'L~ of scales sought by the market, and in particular, larger
scale developm~ii>~at could gain from efficiencies and support multiple tenancies. 
There is little 

1 
~nee of landowners consolidating their land holdings to create 

larger-scale ~o cts. . 

27. The exi~ "district plan is weak with regard to cohesive, comprehensive 
redevi?...@Pment and built form having been developed in a pre-quake context. In 
eff.<)~stablished planning frameworks are not appropriate to respond to radical and 
WMicipated levels of change. 

((=!·' 
28. The draft CBD Recovery Plan articulates well a vision and the desired outcomes for 

the central city (Volume 1 ). The draft CBD Recovery Plan contains general 
provisions guiding implementation though does not extend to specifying details such 
as the locations for anchor projects (including public buildings and facilities). I 
consider that more detail will be required to create enough certainty to inform 
development or investment proposals. 

29. The draft CBD Recovery Plan also does not enable a coordinated approach to be 
taken to redevelopment. There is a risk that any substantial reconstruction occurring 
before the location of anchor projects is determined may preclude the optimum use of 
these development triggers. Reconstruction within the central area will optimally be 
undertaken so that at least the first works are of sufficient extent that the change is 
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registered by the market, and can therefore catalyse change in the surrounding 
areas, including attracting new retail development. Sporadic, dispersed and 
uncoordinated reconstruction will not create the critical mass to achieve this. 

30. Maintaining control of development phasing across the whole of the central area is 
also important, but will be problematic given its extent. Without control of phasing, 
unmoderated development activity would: 

30.1. Drive increased construction costs though demand-pull inflation. 

30.2. Create logistical problems in the supply and deployment of plant, labour and 
materials. ~ 

e' 30.3. Make planning for infrastructure repair and rebuilding more diffic1~1$'~ 
30.4. Result in incremental low quality developments <(;f!J~ 
30.5. Result in lingering uncertainly and sporadic developme~~~ 

. J(;. 
30.6. Potentially prolong the recovery, as uncoordinatee">(lbnstruction will lead to 

delays in completing projects. ~· ' 

~'" 
What would successful recovery of the CBD lo~)(Jt? 
31. Intervention in the redevelopment of the>~, including through the amended 

Recovery Plan, should aim to address Et~mic, soCial, cultural, and environmental 
recovery goals, as well as pre-existi~~sues such as commercial decline, in an 
efficient way. Redevelopment shot')O: 

31.1. give Christchurch a cqr@lrercial, cultural and social heart that is dynamic, 
distinctive and resilien~" 

~0 
31.2. strengthen the ~ role as the central point for commerce, health, tertiary 

education a~~rism in the South Island; 

31.3. create ~£!?,w and enduring identity and heritage for Christchurch with regard 
to th;:_\5¢'1< and feel of the city, and the activities that occur in the city centre; 

31.4. ~~op civic assets and facilities that are important for the recovery of greater 
,(;!'jN'ristchurch and complement those in other cities; 
I;') 

~~ provide improved infrastructure, including high-speed broadband and 
.t"'> 0 transport networks; 
"'-<~' 

31.6. consolidate the central city and improve access, layout and built form; 

31.7. provide for residential development within the central city to meet demand for 
housing, make use of brownfield sites, provide live-work options, create a 
higher level of activity and vibrancy to support business growth; and 

31.8. improve amenities, including increasing open space, to help attract residents, 
businesses, and visitors. 

32. Recovery efforts must aim to build confidence in Christchurch, and so retain and 
attract people, businesses and investment. Based on international.experience (see 
below), Christchurch has only another two years to establish the planning framework, 
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achieve significant visible progress on anchor projects, and create investment and 
community confidence. In addition, this two-year period is consistent with current 
short lease commitments that the majority of large displaced tenants have. 
Therefore, there is an urgent need for significant visible progress in the next year. 

Strategic Significance of Christchurch and the CBD 

33. 

34. 

35. 

36. 

By establishing CERA and the CER Act, government has already acknowledged the 
importance of greater Christchurch to New Zealand. The New Zealand economy 
needs Canterbury and Christchurch to be a prosperous, productive platform of its 
growth strategy. The region offers a range of economic drivers that are well-placed to 
meet this need (see Attachment A). These include: ~~ 

. 0 
33.1. strong growth in the agriculture, forestry and fishing sectors, with,&, potential 

to significantly increase agricultural productivity through incr~sed irrigation 
over the next two decades; <;:-,? 

33.2. Lyttelt~n Port: the largest deep-sea port and trade 18-~~way in the South 
Island, . ·""-"} 

~~):;. 
33.3. knowledge-intensive manufacturing and techno~ firms; 

33.4. two universities, seven Crown Research ~"j~es, and a large acute tertiary 
hospital which is also the clinical base f~e Otago School of Medicine; 

33.5. a 24-hour airport which is New 7..:';Q.~d's second hub for international air 
services· ;.;g;-·-
. . ' ~s::::. 

33.6. Christchurch's place as the tQ,I)1rsm gateway for the South Island. 
~ 

It is also important for New t'~and's social, economic and commercial resilience 
that economic growth and {i~re spread across the country. 

. . {.' '\: 
It is therefore essei:J.ll~'f?at New Zealand maintains its resilience and prosperity 
through reinvestm~"'li'1 Christchurch. This is reflected in the purposes of the CER 
Act. 0 

;t\;i 
Cities are irAA-oi1ant attractors of the resources, people, capital and ideas required to 
support~'b.'Mh and prosperity. Christchurch will need to recover to retain its 
compe,' ness on the international stage an(j attract and retain talent, investment 
and~ urces. How well the recovery is effected will impact on how New Zealand is 
~~ived more broadly as an investable risk. 

/'le, 
37. '(""Although the CER Act requires a Recovery Plan for the CBD it gives no indication of 

its content or why recovery is needed. In my view providing for the recovery of the 
CBD is essential. CBDs provide agglomeration benefits to businesses and to the 
economy as a whole, and offer a range of social, cultural and other recreational 
activities that are essential in making a city attractive to both residents and visitors. 

38. Above all, New Zealand has an unprecedented opportunity to create a highly 
productive and innovative CBD that attracts new capital and would position 
Christchurch as a much more competitive city for the 21st century. 

39. Christchurch's residents and businesses are suffering the negative effects of 
functioning without a CBD. These include: 

7 
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39.1. the inefficiencies of having businesses displaced to suburban centres, 
resulting in the loss of agglomeration benefits; 

39.2. businesses operating out of unsuitable, multiple and/or dispersed premises; 

39.3. the loss of focus for social, cultural, recreational, shopping and employment 
activities, some of which have relocated to dispersed suburban centres while 
others have ceased operating; 

39.4. the loss of visitor numbers as 60 percent of Christchurch's hotel beds have 
been lost and many of the city's historic visitor attractions are either destroyed 
or inaccessible; and ~ 

39.5. damage to infrastructure networks resulting in pressures and di~4,~ons on 
key networks such as transport, electricity and education. .rP 

0" 
Although the city has continued to function in the short term, beta:21T this there is a 
risk that businesses and residents will leave Christchurch,.,Jfi:ii't capital may be 
reinvested elsewhere and that Christchurch's contribution to.:0ilional prosperity and 
resilience will decline. ,.,.y,} 

Should the CBD be rebuilt elsewhere? 
~· 

«/rtf 
41. 

42. 

43. 

There have been suggestions that an altern~ocation should be considered for 
the CBD, due to geotechnical conditions. ~ 

-~ Geotechnical investigation indicates v~>aule soil conditions across the CBD, and 
therefore development of any n~ would require site-specific geotechnical 
investigations to be carried out~il"· i:letermine the appropriate foundation design. 
There are particular issues al~ the Avon River due to the risk of lateral spread. 
Essentially, the same geot~®mcal conditions and, therefore, the same foundation 
requirements, would als9 ~'P'fy over much of central Christchurch, extending west as 
far as the airport. . ~ 

~~ 
In addition: h~. 

~ 

43.1. Altho!:lQ~h~he damage to the CBD has been substantial, there is significant 
r~,s1<!))111 value in the land, infrastructure and remaining buildings (including 
);!<l'tels). This value would be significantly devalued if the CBD were to be 

~:::;;e~tablished elsewhere. • 
wf(J 
iO'~. Relocating the CBD would have a significant impact on Christchurch's 

({"P predominantly radial transport network, which has developed to enable travel 
to and from the city centre. 

43.3. There would be substantial time and cost in re-establishing new buildings and 
infrastructure, including transport networks, elsewhere. 

44. Based on advice to date, there is no strong geotechnical rationale for relocating the 
CBD. Economic and community considerations favour retaining the existing location. 
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What needs to be done to achieve recovery of the CBD? 

Research of international examples 

45. 

46. 

International experience suggests there are common stages in the recovery of cities 
following a disaster, from initial emergency response to reconstruction. Full recovery 
takes decades, but it is generally agreed that there is a three-year window of 
opportunity to get the framework in place and establish momentum and confidence. 
This is heavily reliant on good leadership and coordination, and early intervention to 
provide certainty, build confidence, and attract private investment. 

The following key themes were identified in comprehensive regenerati~ and 
reconstruction of urban areas: ""(.'i . .,:;,a 
46.1. A significant level of government intervention has been a chara@9fistic of the 

more successful international precedents. In almost all cas~,@n agency was 
charged with responsibility for development. 

0 
'<:--

46.2. There was a clearly-defined, and shared, vision for re#~~ry/redevelopment. · 
. ·~ 46.3. Public funding for anchor projects, public ~ce and amenities, and 

infrastructure in the early recovery phase (the~ five years) has also been a 
major feature of successful .recovery effortS(~/ 

46.4. The ability to consolidate land was crir-"1~ creating viable sites. ro'\Y" 
46.5. Good leadership and co-ordinat~~roved critical to providing a compelling 

vision and effective and timely ,Q~'ll'\iery. This relies on the ability to obtain and 
provide good quality inform~9~n a timely manner. 

46.6. Recovery and develop~ agencies were able to: 

.D~ • control the s~~~evelopment framework via "masterplanning"; 

• achieve ~~d coordinated regulatory approvals; 

• exer.~"~ ownership powers where necessary; 
;~Y 

• ~;e the provision of infrastructure; 

/i}> own land, or influence development outcomes through capital, or 
n{.? ownership· if;V ' 

((:~ • attract private sector funding; and 

• secure design and build quality through design controls and/or 
procurement strategies. 

46.7. There was a high level of engagement with public and private stakeholders. 

46.8. There was continued investment, direction and monitoring over time. 

47. There are also cases-notably New Orleans-where intended recovery or 
redevelopment outcomes did not occur. The public sector organisations involved did 
not have the necessary powers and failed to provide clear leadership or coordination. 
Private and public engagement was low to non-existent, and there was no clear 
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vision or masterplan. Recovery was therefore largely left to the private sector which 
did not have the control or powers needed to achieve recovery, so the speed and 
pace of recovery was slow and uncertain. 

Draft CBD Recovery Plan 

48. 

49. 

50. 

The draft CBD Recovery Plan is in two volumes, accompanied by various technical 
reports and background information. Volume 1 sets out the proposed vision for the 
CBD and is largely project-based. It lists 71 projects, prioritised over a number of 
years, up to 2032. The associated project summaries identify proposed funding 
sources, eg local or central government and/or private sector. Volume 2 outlines 
proposed changes to the operative Christchurch City District Plan. ~ 

. \0 
The vision set out in Volume 1 is that Christchurch's earthquake damage15eentral city 
will be rebuilt to be a strong, resilient, vibrant and prosperous 21 st~ce fUry city. This 
vision was developed via extensive community consultation, as · lated through 
themes, such as a green and distinctive city. The communit~i entified five key 
changes as critical to ensuring the vision is achieved. These ~l>.!;. . ?(; 
49.1. A greener city, with a .wider and upgraded At]~~er corridor, a greener 

Cathedral Square, new street trees, green-r. buildings, rain gardens, 
surface stormwater treatment, and a new n..t~ of neighbourhood parks. 

. '(;-· 
49.2. A stronger, more distinctive built i.y, with lower-rise development, 

sustainable buildings that look go~~~d function well, supported by urban 
design input and the retention of ~~lning heritage. 

49.3. A more compact CBD, SUPfl~~ by business incentives, new regulation, 
well-designed streetscape~ \wild a redeveloped convention centre. 

49.4. Increased residentia'...<t~ns within the four avenues, supported by schools, 
and social, cultural~ recreational facilities . 

. 0' 
49.5. Improved tra~7t accessibility, including walking and cycling paths, high

quality pub~)ansport, short-term free parking, two way streets, and a ring 
road ar,~l(g',l the avenues. 

·<.: •• 
This visioq~ wide community support, and qualified support from businesses and 
commer~Vproperty owners-largely due to concerns about the realities of 
imple~1ng it, and in some cases, concern ;;~bout the introduction of new rules in 
Vol~ 2. I consider that the vision for the CBD in the draft Recovery Plan is a solid 
~ation for the recovery and redevelopment of the CBD. 

ce~ 
51. \,"'There are key gaps relating to implementation of the Plan-including the case for 

reinvestment, the availability of funding, and coordination with external agencies
and there is a need for feasibility studies and further assessment in some areas. In 
part the Jack of clarity about how the Plan would be implemented is due to the fact 
that CCC Jacks the powers and resources necessary to lead the recovery of the CBD. 
Further central government support and intervention will be required to give effect to 
the vision set out in the draft CBD Recovery Plan. 

52. I consider that the draft Volume 2 (which contains redrafted RMA objectives, policies 
and rules) is too onerous and complex. In particular, I am concerned that Volume 2 
removes any scope for permitted activities, due to the introduction of lengthy 
assessment criteria for urban design. Volume 2 retains the existing consenting 
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approach of case-by-case decision-making, posing the risk of sporadic, un
coordinated development. 

53. CERA has proposed five options to assist my decision-making (see Attachment B). 
At this stage, I favour Option 3, which amends Volume 1 and withdraws Volume 2. 

53.1. Option 1: Withdraw the draft Recovery Plan in total. 

53.2. Option 2: Start again: withdraw the draft Recovery Plan and direct CERA and 
the CCC (or some other agency) to develop a new recovery plan for the CBD. 

53.3. Option 3: Approve an amended version of the draft Recovery\ Plan, 
withdrawing some parts of the draft Plan. .t""'i 

53.4. Option 4: Delay the decision. 
0" 

-~ 
rO 

0"' 53.5. Option 5: Approve the draft Plan with no amendments. <(-·~ 

54. Under Option 3, the draft CBD Recovery Plan will continue ~~vide the vision for 
the CBD, and will form the starting point for preparing._{~ CBD redevelopment 
blueprint: The ~raft Reco~~ry Plan w!ll build on ~h~*~ key "chang~s" that the 
communtty tdenttfted as cnttcal to achtevtng the V~{(WI'- It may also tnclude the 
methodology CERA will use for identifying "anch~(,r!i~Jjects" (see paragraphs 78-80 

55. 

below). ~~ 7 

The overall direction of, and outcomes s~ in, Volume 1 of the draft Recovery 
Plan will be retained. I am, however, c~ering removing the following elements: 

55.1. Projects that do not meet f.h~~finition of recovery in the CER Act or are 
inconsistent with the Rec~eg8trategy. 

1·0 
55.2. References to fundiJ;tS..' The cost to implement the draft Recovery Plan is 

estimated at $2 .bJ!l~. (This is because the projects have not yet been fully 
scoped nor th!'l~ext and cost of a wider recovery programme considered) . 

.,__~ 
55.3. Transport-r@!Med projects. Further modelling is needed for these, as many 

projec\srlf~e the potential for network impact beyond the CBD, and need to 
be ~~n~dered as part of the broader Land, Building and Infrastructure 
1'}~\I'Bry Programme. 

55.4.c0?ojects that better fit within other recovery programmes or have scope 
,~?beyond the CBD, such as Light Rail. 

~0 
<(·~5.5. Projects that could be considered expeditiously under other legislation or 

processes or are CCC or central government processes or responsibilities 
that do not need to be in a recovery plan. 

56. I have directed my CERA officials to advise me by 30 April on any amendments and 
withdrawals required to the draft CBD Recovery Plan to support my decision-making. 

What will be needed to promote the recovery of the CBD? 

57. The Recovery Strategy and the Draft CBD Recovery Plan provide the broad vision for 
the future CBD and its role in greater Christchurch's recovery. Establishing a shared 
vision is a key first step in the recovery process. In most overseas examples, 
however-whether the need arises from disaster recovery or urban renewal-large-
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scale redevelopment has required a range of interventions to be carried out in a 
coordinated and concerted manner. Some form of development agency has 
generally been established to undertake these functions. 

58. I consider that in order for the necessary recovery functions to be undertaken in 
Christchurch, an entity will need to be established or mandated. This entity would 
need to have the capability to undertake the functions outlined below, although the 
extent to which these various functions would need to be applied would vary 
depending on the area, the type of project, and the outcomes sought. The functions 
used will be tailored to meet the needs of individual projects. 

59. 

60. 

61. 

The underlying principle is that the government should do enough to suc~lsfully 
kick-start the market and build confidence and momentum, by providinu0fe· right 
conditions for reinvestment. To this end, I consider that there are thre~j~Y actions 
that need to be undertaken initially: eF; 
59.1. an entity needs to be mandated to facilitate and promo~ ~development of 

the CBD, . Iff· 
59.2. a redevelopment blueprint as outlined below nee~~~e prepared as soon as 

possible to provide certainty, and ~ 
,t/(i 

59.3. anchor projects identified in the blueprin~~.ef'to get underway. 

The entity will monitor and provide me with,,a:~1ce on the progress of recovery and 
any further intervention that may be requir..a'tfi the future. 

1\_'ff 

The initial focus of the entity wopj~ on the core CBD and anchor projects. 
Subsequent years could see the fucl.is extended to the rest of the central city and 
greater Christchurch generallrR.~eded. Given this potential wider use of CER Act 
powers, I consider that it waul:;' ve inappropriate to provide the mandate for the entity 
through the CBD Recove~\,l'aan. 

·::;;.;;, 
TRANSLATION OF THE VISION ~~E CBD PROVIDED BY THE DRAFT CBD RECOVERY PLAN INTO A 
REDEVELOPMENT BLUEPRINT ,~"'-. 

62. 
0 

The redevelo~nt blueprint would comprise a series of design phases, initially 
focusing 9Jk,.~veral strategic anchor projects, and overall land use zoning for the 
CBD, b~e'tl'on the work contained in the draft CBD Recovery Plan. This will give a 
level cto"Certainty to the development market and provide a level of stimulus to 
catiilif.§e private sector investment and development. I anticipate that this phase of 
~ti«·will be completed within 90 days. Subsequent phases of design work will 

<(~~olve the blueprint to cover the remainder of the CBD and other anchor projects. 

63. The work to create the blueprint will be undertaken or commissioned by the 
development entity, in close collaboration with the CCC, key land-owners and other 
stakeholders, drawing on existing information and work done to date. The 
redevelopment blueprint does not have a statutory base. To legally give it effect, 
changes can be made to the CBD Recovery Plan and/or the CCC's district plan, 
using powers under the CER Act. 

64. With the overall blueprint established, block level plans could be developed as 
necessary. These would provide greater detail on how each block would be laid out, 
including quality urban and building design provisions, adjacent block uses, building 
footprints, ownerships/tenancies, heights, circulation and parking for vehicles, open 
spaces and lanes. The entity may not need to undertake these block plans: many 
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could be led (and funded) by local groups and owner associations, and the 
engagement of different design teams would ensure that the resultant built form 
would not be too homogenous. The entity would, however, maintain a watching brief 
to ensure design consistency with the overall blueprint. 

STREAMLINING OF CONSENT PROCESSES, 

65. Protracted and uncertain Resource Management Act and Building Act approval 
processes will hinder redevelopment. It will therefore be important to provide not only 
an efficient planning framework but ·also streamlined and accelerated Resource 
Management Act and Building Act approval processes, especially for anchor projects 
and key city blocks. Note that some work is being undertaken on streamlininq these 
processes. :("\ 

. 0 
66. The entity would not take over consent approvals, but would mo.~~ consent 

processes to identify whether any action is needed to facilitate r,~ consenting 
process. The entity might recommend changes to the district p~~hich could be 
made by the Minister under the CER Act. This could provide fl\!ljpot zoning so that 
projects complying with the rules will be either permitte~.bf subject to limited 
conditions. -~'·P 

LAND AMALGAMATION ~,;" 
67. In many parts of the CBD, land amalgamatio~ <~"r be required to create viable 

development sites that are attractive to larg:S::Clevelopers and investors. In some 
cases amalgamation will occur as a resu!~\9), collaborative development proposals 
assembled by land owners, but in otl'),re)ilses a central body will be needed to 
facilitate amalgamation. ·~-.;;; 

cfJ:f 
68. Models for amalgamation would ~b!'to be developed, but could include: 

q,Q 
68.1. Corporatisation: For ~Whole block, precinct, or part, create a new corporate 

into which each owlifir transfers their land and in consideration takes a pro
rata shareho~lc(i • f-rlie corporate then either directly develops the land or sells 
parts or the· ole to others for development. Upon completion of the 
development.: e corporation would either hold the assets or sell-down to a 
fund or,<Ot~r investor. 

·('\, 

68.2. CO(tllJ1\t~al Bidding. For a whole block, precinct, or part, current owners 
~~ee upon a masterplan scheme and new title configuration using voting 

c 0ghts pro-rata to current ownership. ·Owners then bid I barter for new 
~'properties using values of current properties plus top-up or sell-down. 

(7;-..0 Development is then carried out by existing owners on the new land or sold to 
<(~P a third party developer(s). 

68.3. Straight Sale. For a whole block, precinct, or part, current owners sell their 
land (plus buildings where they exist) to a third party which would amalgamate 
to suit its development interests. 

69. In some circumstances, compulsory acquisition would be needed, for example where 
land is required for projects, or where owners hold out against an amalgamation 
proposal in the hope of securing enhanced returns. Where this is required Cabinet 
agreement will be sought to set-up a separate appropriation. 
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DEVELOPMENT PROMOTION 

70. In some parts of the CBD development will be hindered by the inability of land 
owners to create viable development proposals - for example, because they do not 
have the capability to do so, or because the land area they own is too small. In these 
cases a necessary function will be to facilitate development proposals, including 
potential title amalgamations, to enable realistic and viable development to take 
place. 

INVESTMENT PROMOTION AND ATTRACTION 

71. 

72. 

73. 

74. 

Access to development funding (for example, short-term or mezzanine deb~liyill be 
challenging as .banks are cautious and the development finance and ~'-®brld-tier 
lending market has all but dried up under the current risk profile. Tradi~j~l lending 
markets are reluctant to lend where there is uncertainty- a percei~ed i:I'K of tenants, 
uncertain land values, and untested consumer markets. Eve ere capital is 
available this will probably come at a price with lower LVRs and ~H r interest rates. 

'~· Some local investment will occur, particularly from Can!§,~n property investors, 
under the current risk profile. However, this is unlikely t~~e sufficient capability or 
capacity to participate in larger-scale developments o~'hmplex funding structures. A 
key function is to attract other funding from furtl'le;o:afield in NZ or overseas. An 
important part of this will be targeting promotion ~erested investors and matching 
investment opportunity with investment appeti ypical targets would be sovereign 
and institutional funds (domestic or inter al), private funds, larger developers 
and private investors. '!:\,0 

·~ 
The funding and operating models{hg:are appropriate to individual projects will vary 
depending on factors such as se~~t, project type, and investor type. ,o 

'\ ><!;6 90 
. ~~ 
r.1>-hk \vz.lcl LA0ckr 

v,:,_O 
\<,"\,. 

"<:)~ ·' 
?\. 

74.2~,(2;1'-' 
qj:':l 

74.1. 

Withheld tlfld®r ~ection !J(;;!)(i) 

'&ifB~ 
<(::9 

Wllhh®ld und®r section !J(2)(il 74.4. 

74.5. 

74.6. 

74.7. 

SCHEDULING AND COORDINATION OF CONSTRUCTION 

75. Reconstruction within the CBD will need to be phased so that qevelopment and 
subsequent occupancy and use follow a progressive pattern. Sporadic development 
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will not deliver the intensity of occupancy and use necessary to stimulate effective 
economic regeneration, and will result in a city that resembles a construction site for 
many years. 

76. CERA's recent survey of potential CBD tenants indicated that a major impediment to 
tenants returning to the CBD was that they did not want to go back into a construction 
zone with excessive noise, disruption and lack of amenities for staff. A master 
programme must therefore be developed in parallel with the blueprint, plotting 
timescales for works such as utilities, lanes, car parking buildings, anchor projects, 
and private sector reconstruction works. 

77. Phasing and coordination of construction activity would minimise the P':_q_blems 
identified in paragraph 25, and lead to productivity improvements that wou[!:!~ke a 
meaningful contribution to economic growth. Based on past experience~~trbstantial 
productivity gains are achievable where significant construction pro!Eif.;!!mmes are 
managed in a coordinated manner. There is also the opportunity .Jiil0~ vacant land 
between the core CBD and the four avenues for materials consol~tion centres and 
worker accommodation. -:...~1:9 

1> 
ANCHOR PROJECTS . \)"';..~ 

78. Anchor projects are special projects or special a~~for which there will be a 
focussed planning, design and commercialisation~~6ess, to catalyse change in the 
city. They may be public (eg a stadium 9{'-\::0'nvention centre) or private (eg 
commercial blocks, or a significant reside~ ~evelopment) and either a single 
function/one large site project, or a gro~'Qi functions on multiple adjacent sites. 
Anchor projects will not necessarily be~licly funded, but those that are seeking 
government funding will require a se~e appropriation and a Better Business Case 

79. 

80. 

where appropriate. c;u· 
~ 

As part of preparing a rede~~ment blueprint, anchor projects and their location 
should be determined. T~~ projects will need to be considered in an integrated 
manner in order to ~ryse the desired redevelopment across the CBD. A 
description of anch~~ects and criteria for assessing their location is provided in 
Attachment C. ~ 

(() 
Depending om~~ nature of the project or area, varying levels of intervention across 
the functiQ!l._~is'ted above will be required. For example, large-scale projects may 
require_I~C!.--afnalgamation including compulsory acquisition, while other projects may 
simpl~~supported by site confirmation in the _blueprint. 

_d? 
POSSI8~0"'AD PUBLIC FUNDING IMPLICATIONS 

.l)Q) 
81. v.;;:cResearch indicates that public funding is a factor in building confidence in recovery 

and has a key role in stimulating private sector investment In Christchurch this 
would include funding for the preparation of a blueprint and for development and 
investment promotion, 

81.1. 

81.2 

8'1.3. 

Wilhh~ld under section 9(2)(f)(iv) Wi!hl1eld under section 9(2)(g)(i) 
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82. Withheld under section 9(2)(f)(iv) INitltill>lcJ und!lr section 9(2)(g)(i) 

Options for the entity 

83. Four options have been identified for the entity: CERA, a Crown-owned company, a 
council-controlled organisation, and a private company and are discussed in more 
detail below. 

CERA 

84. 

85. 

86. 

87. 

88. 

:e\ 
.~0 

The Minister and the Chief Executive of CERA have very broad ~ extensive 
powers under the Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Act 2011 an<;H'b1il'irft~tion of the 
recovery is an important purpose for CERA under the Act. Un;;[~this option, it is 
envisaged that CERA would be given a clear direction to,.IM!\3 its powers and 
resources in an appropriate manner (perhaps utilising a de~ied and branded unit 
within CERA). {);; 

~ 
CERA's powers expire on 16 April2016. The role_.,P.~development entity is to kick-
start recovery rather than continue indefinitely. JM.$" appropriate and beneficial that 
CERA's role be reviewed before 2016 to ~ss whether the function should 
continue, and, to the extent that it is still nee,~~ whether the functions can be carried 
out by other organisations. r">-t.," 

;~J 

If public funding or participation isC~ed for a specific project, a separate entity, 
such as a Crown-owned com pan\(, -.:dlild be established for that purpose. 

The advantages of this optioSt, ~~ 
}·<..~ 

87.1. CERA already ~~e legal functions and powers necessary for the role. It 
can commen\t~ soon as directed and internal organisation, resources and 
financial ar~ements are put in place. 

0 
87.2. The tMr would benefit from CERA's broader functions (including the 

ecQhi,S\nic recovery programme), institutional knowledge, and established 
re><Monships and networks. 

~
e,J 

Th ~advantages of this option are: 
0 . 

/'l ~.1. To the extent that private funding or participation may be required in particular 
"<""' development projects, CERA as a Government department may not be an 

appropriate entity. 

88.2. CERA does not currently have the resources to carry out the functions 
identified. 

SEPARATE CROWN-OWNED COMPANY 

89. The Crown could incorporate a company which would bring an independent 
governance and management structure. It would not have any statutory powers. 
CERA would need to carry out those functions which require exercise of statutory 
powers. The company would be highly intertwined with CERA and could include 
significant CERA representation at board and management level. 
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90. The advantages of this option are: 

90.1. A company is better able to participate in specific development projects. 

90.2. As a more commercial entity, separate from CERA, it may have more 
credibility with the private sector. 

91. The disadvantages of this option are: 

91.1. Any apparent benefit gained by a separate entity would be outweighed by its 
lack of statutory power to make decisions on matters such as development 
blueprints, consent approval processes or compulsory amalgamation of land. 

91.2. As CERA would need to exercise its statutory powers indepen~:\~there 
would be inefficient use of resources, market confusion, ano~;~Y.r level of 
bureaucracy, and transaction costs caused by having two org~S!l!ions. 

91.3. There would be a significant risk of legal challenge if C~~~were to use its 
powers to implement company decisions, rather than ~-~'s own decisions. 

91.4. it would not have the statutory powers to enable fl~level of intervention. 
~"' 

PRIVATE COMPANY / 1} 
. '\<V 

92. 

93. 

94. 

The Crown could invite selected private sector{~rties to form a company to act as 
the development entity. The Crown wo~"enter into an agreement with the 
company, tasking it to carry out the functiR!l,'V. which could include a requirement for 
Crown representation and observer sta~~n the board of the company. 

The advantages of this option are: ()t(j 
~ . 

93.1. A private company ~d directly engage private sector capability and 
resources. ~~,.0· 

. 0" 
The disadvantages ~~option are: 

94.1. A private ~~~pany would not have any statutory powers, and so would need 
to rely ~'\()S"ERA exercising these powers. \"'l,!'v 

94.2. ~e<~areholding, investment and governance of the company, and its 
tionship with the Crown, would take some time to establish. 

(::? ' 
94:#J' The private sector participants would have their own legitimate interests, and 
(?;''" legal duties (in the case of directors), which would diverge from the recovery 

<{=;· objectives set out in the CER Act. 

RESPONSIBLE ENTITIES 

95. Canterbury local authorities and council-controlled organisations, as responsible 
entities under the Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Act 2011, may be delegated 
discrete implementation functions under the CBD Recovery Plan. 

96. The advantages of this option are: 

96.1. Local authorities have planning functions. 

96.2. CCC's legal powers, as a local authority, are enduring. 
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96.3. CCC has a detailed understanding of the operations of the city, and is a very 
significant stakeholder. 

97. The disadvantages of this option are: 

97.1. Lack of statutory power to perform all the functions which the development 
entity needs to carry out. 

97.2. CCC has significant existing ownership interests, and objectives and priorities 
as a local authority, which may influence how it might carry out the role. 

97.3. The range of the functions and the scale of the task exceed the core fu~ions 
and capability of the CCC. 0'( 

·~ 
97.4. May not have the confidence of the capital markets. cP 

0'"' 
Preferred option <;?~, 

0 
98. My preferred option and recommendation is for CERA to b~~ndated as the entity 

to lead the redevelopment of CBD. This is because~&~ead and manage the 
implementation, the entity needs a number of attributes~~CJ~ding: 

98.1. the statutory power to: · ((Jf 
o obtain and collate all relevant inf~~n; 
• prepare and give effect to a bh"l'lirint for the CBD; 

. ·:.,.~" 
• amend the consenting ptQ~s; and 

:!1. 
o acquire and dispo~~land (by agreement or compulsion); 

98.2. the ability to soUJ;~~d attract development capital; 

98.3. a means ok_~~aging with, and facilitating discussion between, affected 
parties an~Fre wider community; and 

98.4. a hi~~~~ of community and market confidence. 

99. CERA~@} ~ready been established, with the required powers, and is able to initiate 
the ~~lopment of the CBD blueprint immediately, while putting in place the 
~tr~res, systems and resources to undertake the other functions. All other options 
~ld take significantly more time to establish. . 

Q=; 
100. ' The other options would also inevitably involve central roles for other parties

namely private sector participants and the CCC-who have legitimate but different 
interests. These interests would affect, or at least there would be a perception that 
they would affect, the decisions that the delivery entity will need to make, and the 
relationship between CERA and the entity. At present, CERA is best placed to carry 
out the functions in the broadest public interest. 

101. The functions identified should be undertaken by a dedicated unit within CERA. This 
may augment the quality, credibility and robustness of decision-making around 
implementation while maximising efficiencies and preserving recourse to the full suite 
of CERA's statutory powers. I also anticipate setting up an advisory group to provide 
advice on the redevelopment of the CBD to CERA. CERA have been directed to 
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provide advice to me on the make-up of the advisory panel and its terms of 
reference. 

102. I anticipate that the redevelopment blueprint will be commissioned and overseen by 
CERA, making extensive use of the expertise of CCC staff, perhaps on a 
secondment basis. This expertise will be valuable to the entity, and close 
involvement of CCC staff is likely to enable a smoother transition when CERA ceases 
to exist in 2016. Collaboration will also be required with other strategic partners and 
government departments. 

103. The role of CERA as the entity would be reviewed prior to 2016 to assess whether 
the functions are still required, and, if so, the form and function of the agencJ'. which 
should carry them out post-2016. It may be appropriate at that time to tr~fer any 
such functions to another organisation, establish a stand-alone body, \'\~'\'fable the 
continuation of the dedicated unit. Given the anticipated duration of th~covery, it is 
anticipated that some form of entity with a role in redevelopment~e CBD will be 
needed after 2016. 0" 

Risks associated with intervention ,..fi;~'-
\~;· 

104. There are a number of risks associated with interven the recovery of the CBD, 
regardless of the form of the delivery entity. Soll)fol key risks identified at this 
stage are: · . '\</ 

1 04.1. an unclear purpose or insufficient ~~for the entity; 

1 04.2. insufficient or inappropriate res~~s; 

1 04.3. the geographical area beinf(~cussed or too large/small; 
~ 

1 04.4. excessive delay and 'i~ecisions; 

1 04.5. failure to engq~~uccessfully with the capital market and other key 
stakeholders (e.a;.'\;'CC); 

~-

1 04.6. adverse/il(z:~~sistent market reaction; 
\':~ 

104. 7. advefv~·community reaction to functions being carried out by an entity other 
to~'\local authority; and 
0 

1 04.SI4!mants not committing to CBD, including government departments; 
_(tf<'J 

~.9. organic and more cost effective development may be crowded out. 
{:tP 

105." Some of the written comments on the draft Recovery Plan support the need for 
coordinated planning for recovery, and in some cases suggesting the need for a 
delivery agency or redevelopment corporation. This suggests a positive rather than 
adverse market reaction could be expected. 

106. The risks outlined above are described in a generic sense irrespective of the form of 
the entity. When recommending CERA as the preferred entity, those risks that arise 
with respect to CERA should be understood and are outlined below: 

1 06.1. Insufficient or inappropriate resources: CERA does not currently have the 
expertise or capacity to establish a delivery office. This will need to be 
addressed through an increase in appropriation or reprioritising of tasks 
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currently being delivered. If a sufficient appropriation increase is not secured, 
reprioritisation will likely impact on existing programmes and · staffing 
arrangements. 

1 06.2. Relationships: There is a key relationship risk for CERA in undertaking the 
functions of an entity, in particular with strategic partners such as the CCC. 
This may pose a risk to the entity programme of work itself as well as the 
wider range of programmes that CERA is currently undertaking that by 
necessity involve the Council. 

1 06.3. The greater Christchurch community itself may also resist a central 
government intervention particularly if it is perceived that interventio~s not 
respect or endorse the community vision expressed through the d pment 
of the Draft Recovery Plan for the CBD. Any deterioration in than~ ationship 
could complicate the delivery of other programmes on_ wfien CERA is 
currently engaging with the community. Consideration wil~~efore need to 
be given to the nature of engagement with the commu~~ m developing the 
blueprint and the ongoing work of CERA in ~.~:·leadership of the 
redevelopment of the CBD. · (!;:;): 

107. A considerable amount of work is still required to b~~ertaken before it is clear 
what functions will need to be exercised in relati~ to each project to promote 
recovery. · \ "\v 

;:\,'\ 
108. It should be recognised that there will be q~Yrecovery programmes and Recovery 

Plans being developed. It will be im~nt to manage the integration· of these 
programmes and Plans with the %-~ Recovery Plan and the redevelopment 
blueprint. G 

~ 
Initial implementation §, ,o 
109. It is my intention to dire~~~ Chief Executive of CERA to exercise powers under the 

CER Act to ensure f~ed, timely and expedited recovery of the CBD. 
~ 

110. Having provid~<;L®is direction, my expectation is that within the next three months, 
the following ~)d be achieved: 

11 0.1. CJI'l,~~ment and approval of Volume 1 of the draft Recovery Plan to confirm 
~ vision for the CBD; r 

~~ 
~01f. preparation of a blueprint for redevelopment of the CBD to provide clarity and 

(?_lP certainty, including on the nature and location of anchor projects. 

111. Concurrently, the Chief Executive will identify and secure the resources needed to 
undertake the functions required to promote CBD recovery, consistent with the 
Recovery Plan and redevelopment blueprint. 

112. I expect that CERA will work collaboratively with strategic partners (Christchurch City 
Council, Selwyn and Waimakariri District Councils, Environment Canterbury and Te 
ROnanga 5 Ngai Tahu) and with government departments in undertaking this new 
role. 
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'Moratorium' on resource consents 

113. Property owners within the CBD have continued to make investment decisions 
including undertaking new building construction requiring resource consents under 
the RMA and building consents under the Building Act. 

114. From information provided by the CCC, it is understood that since February 2011 a 
total of 228 building consents have been issued within the CBD. Of those, 36 relate 
to new buildings and 109 relate to repairs valued at over $100 000. Since February 
2011 within the CBD, 136 resource consents have been granted and a further 245 
are in the process of being considered by CCC. Ninety one relate to building work 
(although this includes repairs and fit out). Very few of the consents (resOJ,)[Ce or 
building) relate to the core CBD. 0'-~) 

~~' 
115. Further new buildings could compromise coherent and coordinated re~.})lopment of 

the CBD. A new building in a block may, for example, ~@Promise "title" 
amalgamation or increase the cost of compulsory acquisition as )l\(@ll as wasting time 
and resources in demolishing a new building so a site c~~lffe' better utilised. I, 
therefore, requested CERA officials to consider whether a ~1t-term moratorium on 
resource and building consents was possible. ·"~~· 

. x;}. 

116. I have been advised that the most efficient and eff\19~ option is to use section 27 of 
the CER Act. By public notice I can suspend, arni(}"l'd or revoke any part of an RMA 
document, including the CCC's district pl~n. mending the district plan to make 
new building construction a prohibited a · I will not only stop the granting of 
resource consents but it is also not P.O · e for anyone to apply for a resource 
consentfor a prohibited activity. ~-

flj 
117. Section 27(2) also provides that, p~blic notice, I can suspend or cancel an existing 

resource consent (including av.~ificate of compliance for a permitted activity) and 
any existing use right. I ca~ !l'ierefore, stop anyone relying on a resource consent 
that they have been gra~:~~ but not yet given effect to. I note that in relation to 
suspension of reso~urc ·~sents I am required, where practicable, to notify persons 
directly affected by • ctions but no compensation is payable. 

~ 
118. I note that the[.{l{ila risk with imposing a 'moratorium' as it might cause some people 

to forgo dev<i(lbf>ment or defer reinvestment within the CBD or even within greater 
Christchu11..efi~ I consider this issue can be addressed through a short "moratorium" 
and cle~'B'mmunications about its purpose. 

0 -
119. Th~rding of the public notice will clearly state that it is new construction which is a 

Nitlibited activity as I do not wish to make demolition or building repairs a prohibited 
({":~ctivity. Nor do I wish applications for resource consents relating to bill boards, 

temporary structures, removal of significant trees or other non-construction land use 
activities to be prohibited. 

120. The public notice will also identify the location of the prohibited activities. The 
'moratorium' could relate to the core CBD or the CBD. The risk of investment flight 
will increase if the 'moratorium' covers the CBD but it will protect sites which may be 
relevant for bigger anchor projects such as a new sports centre. Just covering the 
core CBD would impact on fewer sites, but as they are within the present cordon. The 
'moratorium' will in reality have very little effect. I, therefore, will impose the 
'moratorium' on the CBD. 
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121. My intent is to impose the 'moratorium' for a period of up to 90 days. This will provide 
time for the blueprint to be developed and for any new controls arising out of the 
blueprint to be imposed through a further section 27 notice if necessary. I will then 
revoke the 'moratorium' by a further public notice and any resource consents that 
were suspended will be able to continue provided they are in accordance with the 
any new controls. Use of the public notice process will also enable me to make 
changes, during the "moratorium" period, to the activities or area covered by the 
'moratorium' if that proves necessary. 

122. It is not possible to use section 27 of the CER Act to impose a 'moratorium' on 
building consents so it would be possible for people to continue to seek such 
consents- but if they cannot obtain a resource consent to undertake construct~ the 
building consent would not be able to be used. It could, however, sit in ~~~ until 
the 'moratorium' is lifted. 0 

.e?·· 
Key relationships <(-~, 

';1,0 
123. Critical to the success of the entity will be robust and colla~."~Jve relationships with 

strategic partners (in particular CCC, Environment Cante~y, and Te Runanga o 
Ngai Tahu) as well as the commercial sector andiFhe , ~·\'unity in general. Given 
the greater Christchurch context it will also be i 'ant to facilitate input from 
Selwyn and Waimakariri District Councils as appro rpt e. 

124. The current thinking is that CCC and E~Vi[ 1nt Canterbury would continue to 
deliver consenting functions in the CBD. C and the councils will work together to 
ensure timely consenting processes. "f.~ CC will be a vital partner for CERA in its 
delivery of key functions for the redev~ment of the CBD. 

(; 
125. Other government departmer,ts.\ and agencies have strong interests in the 

redevelopment of the CBD "\""These interests include network planning and 
infrastructure provision S\~~articular, NZTA, the Ministry of Education and 
Department of Building ~"Housing), service delivery, heritage retention, and being 
key tenants. . ~<::' 

126. CERA's relations[®? ~ith the commercial sector must continue to be strong if it is to 
successfully e~te the entity's functions and secure the substantial private sector 
investmen~ded to deliver a recovered CBD. 

127. Res~e., ·~the aspirations of the community ascarticulated in the draft Recovery Plan 
for . BD, and maintaining clear communication with the community in general will 
~:0 e an important consideration for the entity. 

n0 
128.''>.1here is an opportunity to draw on the expertise of national professional associations 

such as architects, planners, urban designers both in the preparation of the blueprint 
and in the ongoing work of the entity. 

Interests of Te Riinanga o Ngai Tahu 

129. In accordance with the status of Te ROnanga 6 Ngai Tahu as a Treaty partner with 
the Crown and a strategic partner with CERA under the CER Act, Ngai Tahu had a 
significant role to play in the development of the draft Recovery Plan for the CBD. It 
would be consistent if Ngai Tahu were to have similar input into the revised Plan and 
its implementation. Through its property company, Te RGnanga 6 Ngai Tahu has 
significant investments in the CBD and through both its commercial operations and 
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its people Ngai Tahu has a strong desire to see the cultural, social and economic 
revitalisation of the CBD occur in a timely manner. 

130. Under the Ngai Tahu Claims Settlement Act 1998, certain lands owned by the Crown 
prior to the date of the settlement are covered by the Ngai Tahu right of first refusal. 
If there is an intention to dispose of these lands, this must be done in accordance 
with that Act. The Ngai Tahu right of first refusal is specifically protected by section 
59 of the CER Act. These interests will therefore need to be taken into account 
during the exercise of CERA's powers to dispose of or acquire land in the CBD. 

Consultation 

131. The following departments were consulted in the development of this p®~ The 
Treasury, Ministry of Economic Development, Department of lnternall)f~Th, Ministry 
for the Environment, Department of Building and Housing, ~)Jruni Kokiri, 
Department of Labour, Ministry for Culture and Heritage, MinistrRof"Transport and 
Ministry of Education. ,~f?; 

nf~;{j(,· 132. The Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet were i~~" ,ed of this paper. 

133. In strict confidence, the Mayor and Chief Executive ;lt~J Christchurch City Council 
and Te ROnanga 6 Ngai Tahu were consulted in ~·.gevelopment of this paper. The 
Chief Executives for Waimakariri and Selwy~At;(itifrict Councils, and Environment 
Canterbury and its Chief Executive were ~ provided with an opportunity to 
comment on this paper. :s_O 

1<.,_0 
·~"'. 

Financial implications (I(} 
) 

134. CERA does not currently hay,~e resources to undertake the ongoing functions 
required. If it is agreed to m~nCfate CERA to undertake this new role and function by 
establishing a specific ~r~Cl-unit, this will require: 

134.1. establishm~~ts of approximately $0.700m (e.g. for recruitment) 

134.2. one-oft c.lierational expenses in the order of $3.54m. These one off costs 
incluqe<:S";;,anaging the developing the redevelopment blueprint, 
cOQ'liJ1).mications regarding the CBD recovery, obtaining relevant professional 
~vi'Ce and marketing/communications costs relating to encouraging 

c<alivestment and establishing the website and marketing/communications 
(():" collateral. 

~e:,. 
130(["1.§l'ollowing set up, annual operating costs of $7.0m (made up of departmental costs of 

!;, $3.200m, $2.600m for specialist consultants, $1.200m for communications and 
marketing) will be required. This paper seeks agreement to increase CERA's 
appropriations. 

136. The proposed changes in appropriations are sought from the Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery Fund established as part of Budget 2011. 

137. While capacity for CERA to undertake necessary activities is allowed for above, 
these cost estimates do not include any capital costs that may be required for 
acquiring or amalgamating, assembling development deals or investing and/or 
managing anchor projects. Cabinet agreement will be sought separately for such 
costs, as required. 
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Legislative implications 

138. There are no legislative implications arising from this paper. 

Regulatory Impact Analysis 

139. A regulatory impact statement is not required at this time as there are no regulatory 
changes. 

Gender, Disability and Human Rights implications 

140. There are no gender or human rights implications associated with the pr~\ls in 
this paper. 0~ 

{;fJ 
141. The CER Act requires the Minister to have regard to the New ~,~nd Disability 

Strategy in determining how Recovery Plans are to be d'1!veloped. The 
redevelopment of the CBD provides the opportunity to enha~~ccessibility of the 
built environment in accordance with the New Zealand Di~11ity Strategy and its 
associated Disability Action Plan. ~"'!;;.. 

·~ 
Publicity . (~f(j 

142. I propose to announce the decisions set out ~~s paper in the week after Cabinet 
consideration of this paper. I also propos~ release this Cabinet paper, subject to 
appropriate OIA withholding considerati~€'J:leing taken into account. 

'"' Recommendations (Jf(j 
q,d· 

143. I recommend that the Cabine~"' 
)\.0 

BACKGROUND ·~~~ 
1. note that ~ristchurch's CBD has suffered serious damage in the 

2. 

earthq~~ of 2010 and 2011 

not~~e-'importance of the CBD for the recovery of greater Christchurch and 
f5~ilw Zealand's economic and social prosperity 

/l! 
3. ~:!note that it is important for New Zealand's prosperity and resilience that 
~0 economic growth and risk are spread across the country 

/)0 
'{''4. note that the government recognised the importance of greater Christchurch 

and its recovery through the creation of the Canterbury Earthquake Recovery 
Authority (CERA) and the passing of the Canterbury Earthquake Recovery 
Act (CER Act) 

5. note that New Zealand now has an unprecedented opportunity to create a 
highly productive and innovative CBD in Christchurch 

6. note that to date CERA, CCC and SCIRT have undertaken a range of 
activities in the CBD including demolition, permanent repair of infrastructure 
and assisting with restart projects 
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7. note that the initiatives described in recommendation 6 are not sufficient to 
achieve an optimal and timey recovery of the CBD 

DRAFT RECOVERY PLAN FOR THE CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT 

8. note that the CER Act required the Christchurch City Council (CCC) to 
develop a draft Recovery Plan for the Central Business District 

9. note that the draft Recovery Plan for the Central Business District was 
prepared during 2011 and provided to me for consideration in December 
2011 

10. 

11. 

12. 

note that the statutory effect of a recovery plan is on other ~tutory 
instruments including RMA documents and strategies under ,\!00 Local 
Government Act 2002, although a recovery plan will also have &ral suasion 
and provide a vision for the recovery e.;-) 
note that in reviewing the draft Recovery Plan for the, ~<b~-the Minister for 
Canterbury Earthquake Recovery considers that: t;,'}~· 

-~)! 
11.1. the vision and values set out in Volum~~rovide a solid foundation 

that will contribute to the recovery of ;~~D; 

11.2. Volume 1 does not contain suffic~~etail on how implementation will 
be undertaken; ;§: 

11.3. Volume 2 proposes cha_n[J$6 the operative District Plan in a manner 
. that makes these provis~ more complex and onerous; and 

r1f 
11.4. Volume 2 be withd;(.awl1; 

1,0 
note that the Minis~'Tor Canterbury Earthquake Recovery has directed 
CERA to report-~.r{ip April on any amendments and withdrawals required to 
the draft CBD R · ery Plan 

~"i 
EFFECTIVE IMPLEM~ATION OF THE CBD RECOVERY PLAN 

13. 
0 

note !~international experience on redevelopment and recovery of cites 
foltowhlg a disaster is that there is a three year window of opportunity to get 
t~ "f?al'nework in place and establish momentum and confidence for recovery 

c(b 
14.~" note that international experience indicates that the following recovery 
::::._0 functions are needed to be carried out and facilitated in Christchurch in a 

-Q:!J:l coordinated and concerted manner: 

14.1. Collation of key information 

14.2. Development of blueprints 

14.3. Streamlining of consent processes 

14.4. Land amalgamation 

14.5. Development promotion 

14.6 .. Investment promotion and attraction 
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14.7. 
Withheld under section 9(2)(1) Withheld under section 9(2)(j) 

14.8. Scheduling for construction coordination/management 

15. note that four options for the delivery of the functions outlined in recommendation 14 
above include either: 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

15.1. mandating CERA as the delivery entity to lead and facilitate the 
redevelopment of Christchurch's Central City; or 

15.2. setting up a Crown owned company; or 

15.3. allowing a responsible entity as defined under the CER Act; or 0«::\ 
15.4. allowing a private company; .d'i, 

.Cf 
agree to mandate CERA as the delivery entity to lead and facililat@he recovery of 
Christchurch's CBD as defined in the CER Act; 

0 
"'< 

~(-. 
note that Minister for Canterbury Earthquake Reco~er "'~ instructed the Chief 
Executive of CERA to provide him with advice on set· ,Jup an Advisory Panel to 
provide advice to CERA on the redevelopment of th~ , its makeup and terms of 
reference; rf!J. ' 

~· 
note that Minister for Canterbury Earthquak /covery intends to instruct the Chief 
Executive of CERA to exercise powers un CER Act to promote recovery in the 
CBD consistent with the functions descr above 

,_0 
note that a key priority is to prep~ 'a blueprint for the redevelopment of the CBD, 
which will identify anchor proje~)IOlihin the CBD 

note that anchor project~,0'\ be publically and privately funded but those that are 
seeking public funding ll:(i!i'iequire an appropriation, and will depend on the strength 
of the business case>~ 

·-;f,b 
EITHER ~<:;' 
21.1. 11.~ that while a redevelopment blueprint is being prepared, a "moratorium" 

~-resource consents for new buildings in the CBD should be imposed for up 
• '{)~to 90 days through the use of a public notice under section 27 of the CER Act 

# . 
<.;'? 

::;.,.efl> 21.2. 

0 
direct CERA to inform investors and applicants that the CBD Recovery Plan 

· will include a redevelopment blueprint and development rules that once in 
place will expedite and prioritise resource consenting processes for the CBD «"·· 

AND 

21.3. direct CERA to inform Christchurch City Council that CERA must be notified 
of all resource consent applications relating to the CBD until the CBD 
Recovery Plan is authorised by the Minister for Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery 

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 

22. note that there will be a need for additional resources and capability for CERA, 
requiring an increase in CERA's current appropriation 
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23. agree to the following increas.e In appropriations to cover shortfalls in CERA's 
funditig, wl!h a corresponding Impact on the operafing balanee; · 

~--'"''" $m.,.. increasel(decrGase) ,..._.,,.,..,._ 

2013/14 1 2011112 2012/13 2.014115 2015/16 

~"'' c""""'"~ Ealrthquake Recpyery . 
Minister for Canterbury . 
E~f1il9.llake Reooviw 
Departmental Output · 4.240 7.028 7.366 7.626 7.894\ 
expense: . · . r"" 

.\0'. Manaain.CJ the recoverv 
Toti!L .. 4.240 7.028 7.366 7.G2S lj)894 ·. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

,, 
agree that the pro~osed changes to appropriations in recone.~dation 22 
above be Included in jhe Supplementary Estimates, and lh~ 111 the Interim, 
the Increase be met from lmprest Supply; • (j;,t· · 
agree that the proposed changes · In eppropriat~ be met from the 
Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Fund establish~il)?~~rt of Budget 2011; 

auihorlse the Minister for Canterbury Earfh~~e Recovery and the Minister 
of Finance jointly io iranafer any '!_ri~pand in the Departmental 
appropriations referred to above fr~~OJi/12 to 2012113, with the linat 
amount ta be transferred being co d as IJar\ of the October Baseline 
Update following the presentalf~ CERA's 2011/12 audited financial 
statements. : • ~:.!:9 • . 
. . ~s;; .. -·· 
direct CERA to report to 1.fii <~liinet Committee on Canterbury Earthquake 
Recovery With further ~ to su):lport anchor project$, including financial 
Implications asrequir~ · H • • • 

.. .ff . ', . 
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Economic Importance of Canterbury and greater 
Christchurch 

1 The New Zealand economy needs Canterbury and Christchurch to be a 
prosperous, productive p/atfonn of Its growth strategy. The region offers a range 
of economic drivers that are well-placed to meet this need. 

2 Greater Christchurch (Christchurch City, Selwyn District and Waimakariri 
District) is home to an estimated 463,900 people (as at 30 June 201 0), arou!:'t<t~ 
10,5% of New Zealand's population. Canterbury is the most populated regiooail 
the South Island and the second most populated In New Zealand. ~'iter 
Christchurch hosts 10% (19,700) of all New Zealand's employers, prov~IO!l11% 
of New Zealand's jobs. ~ 

3 The Canterbury region is experiencing strong growth in agricul~!?,' forestry and 
fishing sectors. In the year to June 2011 there was 17.9%1 eitib\oyment growth 
against a whole of NZ growth of 4% in these sectors, A~~o~ure aceounts for 

· 75% of Canterbury's land . use, producing a contribll.tlQn of $800 mi/lion2 to 
national GOP (at the fann gate) and $1.1 billion in}.JI~rlS. 

4 Canterbury allocates 58% of New Zealan~' ~r. It accounts for 70% of 
irrigated land and generales 24% of nati ' ower". It has the potential to 
expand total irrigable areas by up to 40j()l er the next two decades. A well· 
functioning Christchurch city with !l~priate infrastructure, services and 
business environment will be ne~ to maximise the economic growth 
potential of the rural sector. Vf(j 

5 The city is currently hom\).&. significant facilities, inst~utions and expertise, 
which all need a vibrallt "Slid prosperous cHy to flourish. Collectively they 
uniquely position Chfi!;~rch to contribute to the government's agenda for 
innovation, growth a9!bl1creased exports. 

'~ 
• Lyttelton P~ the largest deep sea port and trade gateway in !he South 

Island, hi!>J~Ilhg conlainets, coal and timber. The current value of exports 
througl(tniJ port Is around $1 billion per month. It is the largest coal export 
fac~'iii New Zealand. 

• (§i~iflcant knowledge-intensive manufacturing and technology . finns are 

0
0present and export globally. 

01{j• 
~ <(-

Christchurch has two universities, specialising in engineering (including 
seismic engineering), resource management, and agrilechnology, plus 
seven out of the eight Crown Research Institutes. 

• A hospital that is a large acute tertiary institution servicing 501,400 people, 
and Is the clinical base for the Otago School of Medicine. 

1 CESS Employment OppcrfiJnltiosln CantomUJY report (Oclobor2011}. Prei>O'"d by the Departmonl oflabotlr 
i1nd Cantesbury Development CcHporu.Uon. 
2 Regulalofll Impact SID!uman~ ECAN (2010} 
3 Information on Water Alloeatlon In New Zealanl=f, Prapared for the Mlnlstsy for tho Environment, Report No 

4375/1 April2000 by Uno;oln Environmental, Lincoln Ventures 
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6 Christchurch is the tourism gateway for the South Island and is New Zealand's 
second hub for international air services, serviced by eight airlines. 
Christchurch accounts for 15% of passenger arrivals and 26% of air exports. 
Christchurch and Auckland are NZ's only 24-hour air operations. 

7 Christchurch is among the top three New Zealand destinations for foreign direct 
investment (FDI), being third for inward FDI A(7%), after Auckland and 
Wellington. Christchurch ranks second as a destination for outwards direct 
investment (12%) after Auckland. 

B It Is essential that New Zealand maintains Hs social, economic and commercial 
resilience and prosperity through reinvestment in Christchurch. This is rellecte)l..c,."\ 
in the purposes of the Canterbury Earthquake Recovery (CER) Act, especi~~ 
the. purpose of '[providing] appropriate measures to ensure 1hat ~~er 
Christchurch and the councils and their communities respond to, and<!JOOver 
from, the impacts of the Canterbury earthquakes' (section 3(a)). ~ 

9 C~les ·are Important attractors of the resources, people~e ~and ideas 
required to support grow1h and prosperity. Christchurch will n to recover to 
retain its competitiveness on the intematlonal stage a:i!a · and retain talent, 
investment and resources. How well the recovery Is elf will impact on how 
New Zealand is perceived more broadly as an inve~ risk. 

10 Above all, New Zealand has an unprecedente p(ortunity to create a highly 
productive and innovative CBD that attract w capital and would position 
Christchurch as a much more competitive . or the 21st century. 
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Plan -the Minister withdrawS 
draft Recovety Plan and makes no 
fl.!rther dec_ision at this time 

the Draft Recovery Plan- Minister 
approves amended Plan with specific. 
amendments to be made to the draft 
Plan and withdrawal of some parts of 
the draft Plan 

delete all projects that are not recovery {enhancement~ or 
could be considered under other legislation or processes, of~ 
of other Recovery Programmes/Plans, or subject to further ~ ( 
feasibility studies 
delete a!! transport projects to achieve above point 
delete all funding aspects to achieve above point 
remove extraneous and incorrect infarma!lon 

· sigflai key actions for delivery of the Recovery Plan 
withdrawvolume2 (changes to district plan) 

,~'li~'rl5) 

o Confirm the ap.Proved Recovery Plan is as per the draft 
submitted in December 2011. 
mal~e_ no amendments to the draft Recovery ~!an 

-~-----~--· 

Al.tachm~ntB 

government role vs 

our submission 

decisions on 

may be 

regional and 
CBD) 

other Recovery 
Royal Commission decision 
that all projects will go ahead 

~ not been 'secured . 
written· comment ~"!laY not feel they 
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Attachment c 

Anchor projects 

Background 

1. A strategic approach to redevelopment of the Christchurch CBD is required to 
realise the vision outlined in the draft CBD Recovery Plan and to avoid sporadic 
development occurring throughout the CBD. · 

2. In order to realise a full and timely recovery for Christchurch CBD it Is ess~\11 
that private investors and the general public have confidence in the recrJ:$iy of 
the CBD. A well thought-out and comprehensive plan (blueprint) for t~ew city 
centre will assist in delivering confiderice-actual delivery of I<~ @ioJects will 
provide the tangible evidence for enhanced planning and investra::;w:-

3. One way of achieving this is taking action to acceiera~y projects and 
programmes, or 'anchor projects' and target specific. ar1~'for redevelopment. 
Identification and location of anchor project and speci~ is considered a key 
part of CERAs expanded role. r/f 

4. Research1 reveals that recovery occurs in a clust~d configuration. Clear signals 
are needed to ensure land use is aligne~!\01uses connected. Without clear 
direction regarding when and where pr · s or commercial activities occur, 
Christchurch CBD risks poorly perfo~ precincts that are spread out and 
disconnected. !">..<::' 

. (]' 
~ 

What are anchor projects? \.0 
5. Anchor projects are spe~~\rojects or special areas for which there is focussed 

planning, design and~~mercialisation process, to catalyse change in the city. 
Anchor projects n~to contribute to recovery and not business as usual public 
or private project~~ 

0 
6. Anchor proj~ or areas may be public (e.g. a stadium or convention centre) or 

private J~ commercial blocks, or a significant residential development) and 
either{\ ~gle functionfone large site project, or a group of functions on multiple 
ad~tsites. 

7. rf!Jt3y can catalyse recovery In the areas around them due to the location of 
~notion of the anchor project. For e)(ample, a convention centre may drive the 

<{- development of an adjacent hotel development. 

1 Douglas Ahlers- Disasler Recovery Seminar~ Harvard Kennedy School2011 

Capital Is mObile and therero.re needs to be committed. 
• · The probability of rebuilding is a function of what others will do. . 

. • The need to unlock a catalyst by the establishment of a Clitlcal mass is tho key to success. 
"" Alignment of signals importil:nt. 
" Clustering Is normal during recovety; however these will not develop in an optimal way if allowed to occur 

organically. 
111 Studies show that inveslment follows investment. 

1 
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·.· .. 8. Jhey provide a tangible signal to the market, and. help creat., ar.,as oialigned • 
. ·Jiii)d us~ which beriefirfromthe levels of eorinectlvitybe~een them: . . . . . . .· . . . .. . ... 

Typicai char~cteristics ••.... ·. · ... · · .. · · · .·•·· · .. • .··.· ••.•. · •..•. ·. ·. · .. ·. ·. ·. • · ... • • .. · •. • • •. < ·· ·. ·· · ...... 
. .. s: . Anch~r, proJ~~ts c~ri have a variety ofch~raoteristics deperidi~g ~~ the nature of · . 

. the prpj~i:t or area, and their role in recovery, They c<an. be public (e.g . 

.. \t.adium/coiwention centre) or private (e.g~ commerc.Jal blocks). . .. . 

. ·to.Anqbor · project,s ca~ pr~vic!~ .. <\ .• single funcllgn on . a.· i<!rge . $ite, or •. ·.be ·rut..~ 
• ·. collectiVe. Of fU!1C!ions on i\iuliipJ~ adjal;entsites as a '9luster'; for example ~'4!rts 

. . . . . )<lciUWwi!hpeiforming, rehearsal and edU\;a~lon space.: · < (lcP ... 
. · 11 • If) general, • the deveJop111ent?f anch!)r pro].scts an~ specl~l are~<~~:; con;plex, 
· . .· .· TheY are • <)ften of: a· seal'(). INhich means that they IJViil require ~i®Cialist skills to 

. . . · ..•. pl~n <~llil design tl:lem~ Anc~orerojeCt r,equire c~refl!l planninggrom scopjng f[om 
·. . . · .• mJtlat de~lgn thro~gh I() construction ~nd on£J.Oin~ man~. a . nt. ~xp~.rtlse ~~ a 
• • ·. • · · . range of:areas ~~I! .be ne~?ds to ~Jel· ~nchor pro]e~t~C!. . . . .. ·~ gro.u~d .inc14diJ1g: 

• •. •commerci!'ll;.planmng;Jegal, and financial as wet.La).~ ersh!p bmldmg. · . · · . 

• . 12.Project~ see)<inggovemmentiu~cUng wouldr~9..~X1i Better Busj~e~~ Case. All 
. . . . . ·. proi:~cts must li.lso be. flscaU~ r~spon~ibl~ ~~)tini~sing • th~ •. tiini!ed. resqurc;es 

.· ... avaiiableJor• recovery in Chnstchurch as~~ <.'\.S beJng ·sustainable m the long 
. . terin orice operational ·. .· ·.. • . • . .• . . . ·. ~0 . . . • .· .. · . . .· · ...• ·.. . . .•. . . . ·.·. . . ·. . . .. 

. ·13. Pace ofr~~~very has repercussi?Qil ~~ommuriity ~n~ commer~ial confid~n~e in 
· . the recovery of th.e CBD. It .\S\eri!ical that projects be. act:uevable Within a 
. . • reasonable time frame to. ~{)"relevant to recove.iy. •In. addition, they must 

· · . ·collectively d.emonstni.te .a~r~ad ofinterests to ensure that all the communitY's 
· . • interests are provided fo~d not just one sector .. ·. .· •··· .•• · . · . •. · . . . ·· · ..• 

. • .• ldenti~ing P.roje~~ ~~\'" . ••• •···. .· . · .. ·• ........ · .. · ...... · ..••.. · ....•. ·•• •. · •. · .......•.. ·. .· ·. •· 

. . 14~1dentlfYjng th~ype an~ .toqa(ion of projects is th\3 first step. A basic set of 
. • • . evali.i<lti~\:riteri? will need IP be develop€)(! to irwluqe economic lmP.aCt, · . 

. · · social~llrirat . value, · financial • viability,. and . environment al contribution - to 
... • . • ideeyr:f those projects that will. proceed to indic~tivebusine.ss case stage. · 

.·. . i:k~dentify the projectt¥P"~ til~ fo!lowit19 cpnsid!lratlons <~r<? necessary:. · .. 

·. <(fi'.; ·. • is· project a timely and geographically appropriate c'Jtalyst for economic · 
• .activity 

· ;, · does ii send a clear signal of commitment to greater Christchur~h's recovery 

• willitcre~te a new and enduring b~rltage . . . 

· • · will itc~ritribute to making Christ~hwch a great place t9 Uv~,.w6rk and P.iay 

.. 16, To assistwith lo~;ation multi criteria. ~nalysis. will· be us~dto ~ss~ss site opiion$ 
. taking into acc()Unt: . . . . . · · · 

.. . capacity to catalyse recovery ov~raii and aro~nd that Jod:;~tion ·.· .. 

• condition of existing area .land ~se 

.2 
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A!tachmant C 

• relationship to city form and vision • e.g. activity areas, views/legibility 

• · avoidance of reverse sensitivity from functional effects such as noise 

• appropriate scale in context so adjacent land uses are not dominated 

• relationship to transport/movement corridors/routes 

• ground condition (or other hazards) suitability for the proposed use/structure 

• ownership simplicity and/or interest in partnership (limited engagement will be 
required) 

:'..~ 
• land parcel size to accommodate proposed use/structure ~0 

• relationship to other facilities to gain interdependency benefits cP 
• . land value. o~<!J 

'\, 

~0 
Process ~~ 
17. Anchor projects will be. integrated into the redevela.P@int blueprint, which will 

map their location. The redevelopment bluepri.!f~ ~l( map the footprint of the 
project or special area, key attributes and_ ~,';&~nities, further investigations 
required and the implementation process i~qjng optimum statutory planning 
consenting methods. ~Q 

18. Depending on the nature of the proW.Jor area, varying levels of intervention 
across the CERA functions will be ~Uired. For example, large-scale projects 
may require land amalgamatianCidCiuding compulsory acquisition, while other 
projects may simply be supp,~ by site confirmation in the blueprint. 

:'.. . ':<...,0 . 
Potential catalyst projec~ 

19. Likely significant,_ ")$i critical catalyst projects are expected to include a 
comprehensiveo;~mercial office project (via land amalgamation), convention 
centre and s~'lts stadium. For example: 

• co~ial office project -land amalgamation is the likely initiative to drive a 
co(bPrehensive scale office redevelopment project. The spatial extent of this #ft drive cast which is estimated to be circa $20-$30m far a typical city black 

0~plus an allowance for title amalgamation and master planning casts etc. eJ. Once amalgamated and master planned land sales can occur for delivery of 
<{- completed product recovering most or all of the up front land cas!. 

• Convention Centre and Sports Stadium Projects -this is likely Ia have capital 
costs each of circa $200m-$300m pius land and excluding any associated 
hotel and/or retail offerings. 

20. A key issue for CERA development unit will be Ia identify whether there is a need 
for public funding to deliver initial certainty and confidence. This wiil enable the 
private sector capital to mobilise and commit to support the public lead 
investment. 

3 
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·.. . :.· :. . . . . . .. . . ·:: ··. . . . ·: ... ·. . . 

. •. 2VCertainty around timing and delivery of thesepatalystprojects is considered vital. ·. • 
. . to trigger private capital investment, . remove uncertaility and instil confidence. to . 
. the private sector capital markets that wilt ultirna!ely be required to fund the bulk 

of the rebuild. · · · · · · · · · · · · . 
. . 

. . 

. Work.to date .· 

2Z. CERA rieeds to be cogl)isani. of work to date on re~overy proje~s. The draft . 
Recovery Pfa11 for the CBD, identifies 71 projects, only 15 ofwhich are consider® 
~riority proj<:~d~; These inay form a useful basis for further analysis by c;_~'ifl . 
,he type of. project<> to assess. . , . . , · . . · · . 0 . · · · ·· ••, · · · · ··· ·. ·· '· ef1 · · «- . 
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